
Disco Witch Brewing Sound Tech Sheet 

 

Disco Witch Brewing features a robust FBT stereo PA system made up of 2 x FBT 

Archon 110 main speakers with an Archon 215s ceiling mounted double15inch 

subwoofer. There is a second line of delayed FBT Archon 110 speakers and an 

additional delayed Archon 215s Subwoofer to provide full-frequency sound for the entire 

audience. There are two additional delayed fill speakers to diminish audio-shaded 

areas. The system is powered by a Studio master DQX4-4000 amplifier and a DQX4-

2600 amplifier.  The system is processed with an Atlas IED AZM8 processor 

 

Our house system is capable of 115dB however we do not ever want performers 

playing at that kind of volume. Disco Witch Brewing reserves the right to adjust the 

volume of the house system as we see fit for the good of our customers.  

 

You can interface with the system via 2 x XLR jacks located on the back wall of the 

stage area.  These jacks are line level and will not accept microphone level.   

 

As a musical performer, you will need a small mixer and cables from the mixer that will 

allow you to plug into both XLR inputs at the stage. It is a stereo system so you will 

need to plug into both jacks either via the left and right main out of your mixer or if only 

using one output then you will need a Y cable to split from your single output to the two 

inputs in the wall. If you do not plug into both XLR jacks then the sound will only come 

from one side of the system and we do not want that.  If you require a stage monitor 

then you will need to provide one and run it from your mixer. Please make sure that 

your monitor is set up to face back toward you on stage and does not face the 

audience. This is to provide properly phase-coherent sound for the audience.  

 

DJs can plug directly into the XLR jacks in the wall. 

 

Performers who are simply performing spoken word (Comedians, Readings, Speeches, 

Trivia) will have access to our 2 x Shure SLXD SM58 Wireless Mic Systems.  These are 

not usable for music performers as they are not dynamically processed for singing.  

 

There is one in-wall 20amp circuit/dual power outlet at the stage for your use. 

 

We are capable of plugging an iPod or phone in at the bar for music.  


